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Abstract. Let G be a metrizable locally compact Abelian group with dual group G. For 1 < ρ < oo, A P (G) denotes the vector space of all complex-valued functions in L 1 (G) whose Fourier transforms f belong to L P (G) . Research on the spaces A P (G) was initiated by Warner in [14] and Larsen, Liu and Wang in [7] , Martin and Yap in [8] . Let Lip (a,p) and lip (a,p) denote the Lipschitz spaces defined on G. In the present paper, the space Ap P (G) consisting of all complex-valued functions f € lip[a, 1) whose Fourier transforms / belong to L P (G) is investigated. In the first section invariant properties and asymptotic estimates for the translation and modulation operators are given. Furthermore it is showed that space A l ¿ v (G) is homogeneous Banach space. At the end of this work, it is proved that the space of all multipliers from L 1 (G) to Ap P (G) is the space Ap P (G).
Notations
Throughout this paper G denotes a locally compact Abelian group with dual group G and Haar Measure dx and dx, respectively. We denote by C c (G) the space of all continuos, complex-valued functions on G with compact support. For 1 < ρ < oo we write (L^G), ||.|| p ) for the usual Lebesgue spaces. For functions in L l (G) the Fourier transform is denoted by /. It is known that / is continuos on G, which vanishes at infinity and the inequality ll/lloo < ll/lli is satisfied [12] , The left translation operators L y are given by 
The function ||.||( α ,ρ) defined by ll/ll (a ,p) = ll/ll P + sup l|L^-/llp is a norm in both Lipschitz spaces.
Let Lip(a,p) and lip(a,p) denote the Lipschitz spaces defined on G. Quek and Yap [9] , Feichtinger [4] proved a series of results concerning the Lipschitz spaces.
The space
Let G denotes a locally compact Abelian group, 0<α< 1 and 1 <p<oo. We define the vector space Ap P (G) by
It is easy to see that becomes a normed space with respect to the norm, defined by 
Using the inequalities ||/||i < ||/||( α) ι) one obtains ||/ n -/||i -> 0. There
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exists a subsequence (/ nfc ) of (f n )neiN which converges to g almost everywhere. It follows from the inequality ||/n-/||oo<||/n-/||( Q ,l) that II f n -/||oo -• 0. Hence it is easily showed that ||/ nfe -/||oo -• 0. Therefore f = g. Thus ||/ n -/|| p p -> 0 and / € Ap P (G) . That means is a Banach space.
• By using of the Lemma 2.4 in [9] the following proposition can now be proved easily. 
(b) The function χ -> L x f is continuous from G into Ap P (G) for every f£A% p (G).
Proof, (a) It is known that lip(a, 1) is strongly translation invariant by Proposition 3. Hence L x f G lip(a, 1) and \\L x f ||( αι ι) = ||/||( a ,i) for all / G lip(a, 1). On the other hand, using L x f(t) = (x,t)f(t)
[10], one can obtain ||£χ/|| ρ = ll/llp for every χ G G, t G G. Therefore L x f G W^G) and This completes the proof.
• By using the Proposition 9 the following theorem can now be proved easily. 
Multipliers from L l (G) to Ap P (G)
In this section it is used the method, which was given by B. Sagir in [13] . We shall now prove that HomLi(L l {G),A l j p (G)) Ap P (G).
THEOREM 13. The space A l p P (G) is an essential Banach module over L l {G).
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.1 in [5] , it will be sufficient to show that any L l {G) bounded approximate identity (ea)aG/ in f\ K = {/| / G i 1 (G), supp / compact} is also an approximate identity Ap P (G). Let / G Ap P (G) c lip(a, 1) C L 1 (G). By Lemma 4.1 in [5] the BAI ea G A^is an approximate identity for L l (G), and so, given ε > 0, ||ea * / -/||i < ε for sufficiently large a. Since ||ea||i = 1, this implies supHe^Hoo < 1. Hence a |?||1 -ë^l < II?-pellico < IIP-s* Calli (for g G L\G)), implies convergence of (e^)aei to 1) uniformly over compact sets. Since / G LP{G) we choose a compact set Κ C G such that ||/ -fx^\\p < |. The local convergence to 1 implies that there is some ao with -X^-||oo < 
